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Those onboard USB-C connections are all fast, too: The ROG Mothership was architected with the fast Thunderbolt 3 protocol in mind. This cable-free approach is compatible with other systems for daisy-chaining and daisy-chaining, it just happens to allow the Mothership to operate as a fully-fledged desktop replacement as well. Youre free to install any given app on
the ROG Motherships 667MHz storage from any given app store, without it slowing the machine down at all. Thats because youre not actually installing or running apps on the HDD. We are still able to cache apps like your music and video collections, too. That means that when you launch an app, it starts up instantly and only needs to access the local cache of its
files. I also needed the room to add a second battery to both kick up the GPU boost potential further and compensate for the platforms restriction against long charge times. The second half of the Mothership can double as a workstation with a second graphics card in SLI mode. As soon as your first system runs out of juice, you can pack up your second system and
keep working. When it comes to graphics, the Mothership is the logical choice for all-out performance. No other laptop on the market boasts a GeForce RTX 2080 Max-Q inside, and its a much more capable chip even than the desktop RTX 2080 at full power. The 2080 Max-Q will output up to 4K at 60fps thanks to its Maxwell-based architecture, and it can even run

games at ultra settings with no visual defects for the majority of gaming titles. Its also VR-ready thanks to VRWorks Max-Q technologies, and the live calibration tool in the BIOS will allow you to tweak its core clock speeds and memory clock speeds for optimal performance in VR games and experiences.
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quickly develop your car into a threat to the others in your team, but be careful not to get left behind. lose a race and even the best drivers in the world can fall far behind. you'll need to work out how to outdrive, outmanoeuvre and outperform the other racers in order to secure the ultimate victory. our homes, businesses, libraries, and other community spaces
typically include wall outlets from which we can plug in our electronics. these are usually either installed to supply 120 voltor 240 volt alternating current (ac) power source to our devices. but many of our devices use a much lower voltage direct current (dc) power source. it is for this reason that we often need a power adapter that has a plug-in to connect to the wall

outlet, and another that has another form of plugging, increasingly today a micro usb connector, to your electronic device. for the kit used in this book, we use a power adapter that works with 110 to 240 volt ac power on one side, and provides 5 volt, 2.4 amp power via a micro usb connector on the other side. germany, austria, and switzerland only: eas privacy &
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